Exploring the metric of excited state proton transfer reactions.
The excited state proton transfer (ESPT) reaction taking place between 7-hydroxy-4-(trifluorometyl)coumarin and 1-methylimidazole, recently experimentally characterized, has been here considered as a case study to illustrate the possibility of using theoretical approaches rooted in density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) for the description of complex reactions occurring at the excited state. In particular, beside identifying all stable species occurring at the ground and excited state during the ESPT reaction, a quantitative characterization of their photophysical properties, such as absorption and emission, is obtained by properly including solvent effects. More interestingly, a computational protocol enabling one to locate possible reaction pathways for the ESPT is here proposed. This protocol is based on the use of density based indices purposely developed to characterize the properties of vertical and relaxed excited states which allow one to discriminate the most favorable reaction paths on potential energy surfaces that are in the case of ESPT intrinsically very flat and difficult to characterize based on sole energy criteria, thus opening a new scenario for the description of photoinduced proton transfer reactions.